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European elections took place on 23-26 May in the various EU member-states, with a substantial rise in 
participation. The almost-final results suggest that the EU Parliament’s traditional two-party majority has 
broken, but pro-EU parties maintain a dominant share thanks to large gains by Liberals and Greens. Anti-
establishment Eurosceptic parties also made gains, but these were limited in size and concentrated in specific 
countries. 

Key takeaways

• In line with our expectations, the European elections did not prove a major market-moving event. Most parties came close 
to pre-election poll numbers on significantly increased participation. 

• EPP and S&D remain the two largest parties in the new parliament, although their majority has shrunk. Pro-European 
Liberal and Greens to gain will play a more prominent role, given their strong gains.

• While anti-establishment parties also made some gains, these were rather small overall. The impact of Eurosceptic parties 
is likely to be more symbolic than real as they remain a fairly small share of the Parliament and do not all share a common 
platform. 

• Several key positions in European institutions need to be filled in the coming months, including the presidency of the 
European Commission, the European Council, and the ECB. 

In line with the trend already observed in most national 
elections, the EU Parliament’s two main centre-right and 
centre-left parties (EPP and S&D) that have traditionally 
dominated the legislative process through a joint majority have 
lost ground, and now control only of 329 out of 751 seats (see 
Chart 1). By contrast, Liberal and Green blocs – both strongly 
pro-EU – have made significant gains, resulting in a pro-
European majority controlling over two-thirds of seats in the 
new Parliament. Power will thus be less concentrated, as EPP 
and S&D will now need the support of the Liberals and/or the 
Greens to reach a majority. 

The fear of a wave of “populist” parties emerging, in a way 
that would alter the path of European politics, has failed to 
materialise. Eurosceptic blocs scored some gains, but these 
were somewhat smaller than expected and concentrated in 
certain countries (notably Italy - and to some extent the UK - 
although these MEPs are unlikely to serve a full term). Their 
overall share of seats will be about one-fourth (and split among 
three different blocs), and will do more to provide them with a 
bigger platform for their agenda than to set off a change in EU 
power structures.
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Chart 1: The centre holds, but is less concentrated
Number of European Parliament seats by party (2014 seat allocation in parentheses)

Sources: European Parliament, Lombard Odier 

EU appointments

Perhaps the most significant direct implication of the 
elections is how they will influence the filling of key 
positions in European institutions in the coming months. 
Importantly, the race for the European Commission presidency 
appears to be wide open, as the relative loss of power by 
the EPP reduces the chances of its leader Manfred Weber 
being appointed. French President Macron has expressed his 
opposition to the Spitzenkandidat process that would lead to an 
“automatic” election of the largest party’s leader. The rise of the 
Liberals is likely to make them a more important player in the 
process, while it also opens up the list of potential candidates 
beyond key figures from the two major parties. 

Importantly, given the way national interests tend to influence 
the process, if Weber were to lose the Commission job (possibly 
to the chief Brexit negotiator Michel Barnier), the chances of 
a German national replacing Mario Draghi as ECB president 
would likely increase. Jens Weidmann would be a strong 
contender for that job. Having been critical of some important 
ECB decisions throughout the crisis years, such as the OMT 
programme and quantitative easing, the policy implications of 
such a change in ECB leadership would be crucial to the path 
of the euro area economy, with fundamental implications for 
financial markets.

Given the complex negotiations required to reach a decision on 
the various fronts, the appointment process may prove longer 
than usual. The informal dinner among European heads of 
state on 28 May might give a first indication, but more concrete 
signs are unlikely to emerge before the scheduled 20-21 June 
Council meeting.

Brexit implications 

One of the most critical consequences of the European 
elections may occur, ironically enough, in the UK – a 
member state in the process of leaving the EU. PM Theresa 
May had agreed to participate in the elections as a condition 
for securing an extension of Brexit date from 29 March 
to 31 October, and the election proved disastrous for her 
Conservative party.

The Brexit Party came in first, gathering 31.6% of the vote. This 
result has unsurprisingly attracted headlines, given the party’s 
stance in favour of leaving the EU without a deal. However, The 
Brexit Party’s success in rallying the pro-Leave vote should not 
be interpreted as a strong shift among the electorate towards 
a “no deal” Brexit. The Remain side made important gains as 
well – but generated fewer headlines as its vote was split among 
numerous parties. The combined vote share of LibDems, 
Greens, SNP, Plaid Cymru, and Change UK (all explicitly 
advocating for Remain and/or a new referendum) was 40.4%. 

What is undeniably important is which direction the two major 
parties, both of which suffered significant losses (Conservative 
vote share fell to 9.1% and Labour to 14.1%), will now take 
on the Brexit question. A likely outgrowth of the results is a 
Conservative shift towards a hard Brexit, given the pressure on 
its right from The Brexit Party. Boris Johnson, the front-runner 
for the leadership after Theresa May’s resignation, has already 
committed to leaving the EU by 31 October. On the other hand, 
Labour looks set to take a clearer stance in favour of Remain, 
with prominent voices inside the party already putting pressure 
on the party leadership to adopt a clear platform for a second 
referendum.
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Chart 2: UK political balance along the Remain-Leave spectrum 
European election results by party

Sources: BBC, European Parliament, Lombard Odier 

Chart 2 illustrates the dynamics as they have emerged from 
the European elections, adding the Conservative vote share to 
the “Leave” column and Labour to “Remain”. There are many 
caveats to the way these numbers should be interpreted. To 
begin with, the electorate does not vote in the exact same way 
in a general election as it does in European elections. Moreover, 
the first-past-the-post system tends to benefit the two major 
parties, and smaller parties are less well represented (or not at 
all) in the House of Commons. Finally, as mentioned above, the 
exact positions of the Conservative and Labour parties along 
the Remain-Leave spectrum remain unsettled. 

The polarisation has made the Brexit path harder to predict, as a 
general election or a new referendum have become more likely 
– but then so has a “no deal” scenario. By contrast, a ratification 
of Theresa May’s deal in its current or a slightly amended format 
looks increasingly unlikely. The Conservative Party leadership 
contest, as well as the party conferences taking place in late 
September (about one month ahead of the extended Article 50 
deadline) will be key events to watch on this front.

Evolution, not revolution

The outcome of the European elections came fairly close to 
pre-election polls and confirmed our expectations that they 
were unlikely to prove a major market-moving event. While 
the relative loss of power by the major centre-right and centre-
left parties will cause an important evolution of the way the 
EU’s democratic process works, we expect change to be rather 
gradual. The rise of the pro-EU Green and the Liberal parties, 
and the limited gains made by Eurosceptic parties, argue 
for continuity, making a near-term anti-establishment shift 
unlikely. 

Bill Papadakis, Macro Strategist
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